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Locating the "Bandebon-Laie" path south of Neka using GIS 
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Abstract 
Planning a road path requires an extensive evaluation process in order to identify the best possible path that road can 
follow. In planning a suitable road network, one must consider factors like gradients of the area, possible land use and 
soil type that cause landslide along the road path between two points especially in a forest area. The studied area in this 
research is situated east of Mazandaran province, southeast of Neka city, in Bandebon-Laie area. In this paper we 
studied the landslide that caused many problems in the studied area. Because of the large number of landslides along the 
old road path between Bandebon-Laie, we started to identify a new path with a high safety factor. 
 In order to do so, some effective factors in slope instabilities were studied and investigated in this region. In addition, 
the geographical positions of the active landslides along this path were recorded by GPS. Finally, by using geographic 
information system (GIS), we have found that the digital and raster layers of the effective factors caused landslides in 
this region. The expected final result to be obtained in this research is a map showing the most suitable and shortest 
road path between two points in the studied area. 
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